
 

Knot Tying   
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bowline [Loop] 
Make an overhand loop 
(rope end towards you.) 
Pass End through loop eye; 
(rabbit comes out of hole) 
around behind Standing 

     Line; (around the tree) 
down through overhand 

    loop eye. (back in ‘hole’) 

 

Square [binding] Knot  
Right End over left End; 
Left End over right End. 

 

  

 

Form a Bight in thicker rope. 
Pass thin rope End through eye 
    & around the entire Bight; 
Bend (‘thread’) thin rope End 
   under its own Standing Line. 

 
A good knot will hold 

(when needed); 
& can be untied. 

(without cutting the rope) 
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Overhand 
Loop 

drape rope 
over right 

thumb; turn 
hand down. 

 

Standing 
Part [Line] 

Working End 
[Running End] 

eye 

Loop Bight Figure-Eight [Stopper] 
Make an underhand loop. 
Bring the Running End around 
   and over the Standing Line. 
Pass the Running End under; 
   then through the loop eye. 
 

Overhand 
Loop 

drape rope 
over right 

thumb; turn 
hand down. 

 

Standing 
Part [Line] 

eye 

Loop Bight Figure-Eight [Stopper] 
Make an underhand loop. 
Bring the Running End around 
   and over the Standing Line. 
Pass the Running End under; 
   then through the loop eye. 
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Two Half-Hitches ‘Taut-line’ Adjustable Hitch Timber Hitch Clove Hitch 
Pass[Turn]rope around pole. 

 

Half Hitch: 
Wrap Working End around 

   the Standing Line; (threading 
Working End through Loop Eye) 

 

Tie a second Half Hitch. 
   (outside the loop 

 & in same direction as first). 

 

Pass[Turn] rope around pole. 
 

Tie a Half Hitch;  
Wrap [‘Coil’] Working End 
 around the Standing Line, 
 looping back towards the pole. 
 

Tie Half Hitch on Standing Line 
 (outside loop in same direction) 

 

Pass [Turn] rope around pole; 
& Tie a Half Hitch;        

Wrap the Working End 
 around Loop line (3) times 
  & tighten around pole. 
 

(3) turns gripped against pole. 

 

Pass rope around pole;  
cross the standing line, 
Make 2nd turn around pole 
Pass rope end under turn. 
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Wrap the Working End 
 around Loop Line (3) times 
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(3) turns gripped against pole. 

 

Pass rope around pole;  
cross the standing line, 
Make 2nd turn around pole 
Pass rope end under turn. 

 

 
 
 

Half-Hitch 
w/extra turn 
 

Adjustable Hitch 

Wrong 

1800. 1665. 1710. 

Make two loops in 
opposite directions; 
pass one loop in 
front of the other. 
Slip over pole. 
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